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>> Lighting
Test exit signs,
emergency lighting

CheckMate ET1 allows 
30-second and 90-minute 
remote control testing of exit 
signs and emergency lighting 
wall packs in accordance with 
life safety codes. It simplifies 
testing, making it more likely 
that tests will be conducted 
as required; reduces time, money and labor and enables 
testing using a handheld remote control transmitter from 
up to 32 feet away.

The Bodine Co.: www.bodine.com

Web-enabled 
lighting controller

Powerlink NF3000G3C lighting con-
troller features an embedded Web server, 
facilitating Web-enabled lighting control 
for industrial facilities while maximizing 
cost savings. It allows facility managers to 
make system changes using a common Web 
browser, without the need of a dedicated 
workstation or proprietary software. It features time-sched-
uling capabilities, peer-to-peer communications and event 
logging/alarming.

Schneider Electric; Square D Lighting Control Div.:
www.us.squared.com/powerlink

Emergency lighting 
control

The ELCU-100 emergency 
lighting control unit guarantees 
that emergency lighting stays 
on when power to the device is 
lost and eliminates the energy 
waste of ‘always on’ emergency 
lighting. The control features an integral push-to-test but-
ton; control device or shunt operation; local single-circuit 
power failure sensing; zero-cross switching technology; 
and use with lighting control devices such as occupancy 
sensors, panels, dimmers or wall switches.

WattStopper/Legrand: www.wattstopper.com

Light on a stick
LitLink specialty hotstick utility 

light connects to any hotstick, pro-
vides 180 degrees of illumination. It 
illuminates any tool on the end of the 
hotstick using bright white 1-Watt 
LED. It is lightweight, weighing 
only 7 ounces; operates inline 
with any hotstick and tool setup; 
and works with pigtail discon-
nect, broken bulb remover, bulb 
biter, saw, tie head or conductor 
brush cleaner.

UK International: www.ukbright.com

CMOS camera/decoder
The AccuVision MiniCam 

CMOS camera and decoder has 
a read rate of 99%, is quick to 
set up and requires little main-
tenance. Equipped with a large 
sensor, it has a small footprint 
allowing it to fit on production lines. It provides a 
wide field of vision, has integrated LED illumination 
and flexible connectivity to host systems. Plug-and-play 
functionality facilitates installation and setup.

Accu-Sort Systems, Inc.: www.accusort.com

Hand truck
The Erg-O-Cart is designed 

to eliminate the operator’s need 
to bend while lifting heavy 
boxes. It’s ergonomic design 
features a spring-board mech-
anism that raises and lowers 
boxes automatically as they are 
loaded and unloaded, allowing 
the operator to handle each box 
at the same level.

Benko Products, Inc.: www.benkoproducts.com
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